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Unobtrusive magic for the everyday music lover that fills the room with a full range sound experience.
The Sky Tower can set the standard for lower cost towers that can be flexibly used with a great variety
of electronics and gear.

SKY
The Sky Tower shares the same DNA that made Sky
monitor such a success, like gigantic imaging, phase
coherence, authoritative bass, and amplifier friendly
compatibility.
Remarkably, it does it all on a larger scale and with
even more impact.
Designed for the larger enclosure gives Sky Tower
the ability to descend
also extends low enough to contribute to the midrange band for an enchanted charm to the most
critical range.
To perfect its interaction with room acoustics, Sky
Tower is mass loadable while a new high density
composite Claw controls resonance, tighten bass,
and heighten the soundstage.
Any media at any volume is presented effortlessly
with smooth detail, dynamic musicality, and an
enormous, holographic

Features
• Custom designed, high excursion 5.75- voice coil.
• Characteristics that extends out to 30kHz.
• Lock- mitered craftsmanship results in consistent performance for literally decades.
• Industry unique Borosilicate dampening manages energy dissipation in a desired, controlled manner while
keeping the cabinet musically alive.
• Sensational on and off axis response to provide an
enormous and lifelike soundstage.
• Phase consistency from any position or location ensures ease of placement.
• Bi-wire inputs accommodate traditional or more advanced wiring options.
• Custom designed version of the Claw sound isolation
that also breaks up standing waves.
• Available in quarter cut hand selected black ash and
mahogany veneers or multi coat satin white finish.
• Magnetic grilles included.

*The dimensions provided reflect the size of the Sky
Tower cabinet. The Sky Tower will include a new sound
isolating Claw that raises 40mm.

•Dimensions (H x W x D): 33.46" x 6 .35" x 9.13"
850mm x 162mm x 232mm

About Totem Acoustic
Created in 1987 and celebrating our 30th anniversary, Totem’s mission is to develop loudspeakers capable of
reproducing a truly involving performance. Our goal is to provide designs that are affordable, cosmetically timeless,
and invoke an emotional response. Music, movies, TV, and video games are accurately rendered with a powerful focus
that is yet soul stirring. 			
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